à Loris Douyez

NEOTANGO CONCERTO
1 - EKIGRAMA

for accordion and saxophone quartet
(2003 - 2019)

Gorka Hermosa
(1976 - )

Misterioso (\#=104)

Accordion

Soprano Saxophone

Alto Saxophone

Tenor Saxophone

Baritone Saxophone

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
Allegro Misterioso (♩=132)
the accordionist must improvise and must decide how many times this two bars must be repeated.
NEOTANGO CONCERTO
II - ANANTANGO
for accordion and saxophone quartet
(2003 - 2019)

Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

Allegro doliente (L=148)

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
21

24

Acc.

Sop. Sax.

Alto Sax.

Ten. Sax.

Bari. Sax.
NEOTANGO CONCERTO
III - MILONGA DEL VENT

for accordion and saxophone quartet
(2003 - 2019)

Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
230

Sop. Sax.

Alto Sax.

Ten. Sax.

Bari. Sax.

235

Sop. Sax.

Alto Sax.

Ten. Sax.

Bari. Sax.
à Loris Douyez

NEOTANGO CONCERTO
I - EKIGRAMA

for accordion and saxophone quartet
(2003 - 2019)

Misterioso ($\text{â}=104$)

Gorka Hermosa
(1976- )

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
Accordion
Accordion

_accordion solo_

(the accordionist must improvise and must decide how many times this two bars must be repeated)
Accordone
Accordion

128

131

134

137

140

V.S.
a Loris Douyez

NEOTANGO CONCERTO
III - MILONGA DEL VENT

for accordion and saxophone quartet
(2003 - 2019)

Andante melancolico ($\frac{3}{4}$=80)

Gorka Hermosa
(1976 - )

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
Accordion

Moderato melancólico (L=110)

Accordion

Moderato melancólico (L=110)

Accordion

Moderato melancólico (L=110)

Accordion

Moderato melancólico (L=110)

Accordion

Moderato melancólico (L=110)
NEOTANGO CONCERTO
IVA - GALLIANO EN SANTIAGO

for accordion and saxophone quartet
(2003 - 2019)

Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
Accordion
à Loris Douyez

NEOTANGO CONCERTO
I - EKIGRAMA

Soprano Saxophone

for accordion and saxophone quartet
(2003 - 2019)

Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
a Loris Douyez

NEOTANGO CONCERTO

II - ANANTANGO

for accordion and saxophone quartet
(2003 - 2019)

Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
NEOTANGO CONCERTO
III - MILONGA DEL VENT

Andante melancolico (L=80)

Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

Soprano Saxophone

for accordion and saxophone quartet
(2003 - 2019)

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
à Loris Douyez

NEOTANGO CONCERTO
I - EKIGRAMA

for accordion and saxophone quartet
(2003 - 2019)

Gorka Hermosa

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
NEOTANGO CONCERTO
II - ANANTANGO

Alto Saxophone

for accordion and saxophone quartet
(2003 - 2019)

Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
à Loris Douyez

NEOTANGO CONCERTO

I - EKIGRAMA

Tenor Saxophone

for accordion and saxophone quartet

(2003 - 2019)

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
a Loris Douyez  

NEOTANGO CONCERTO  

II - ANANTANGO  

Tenor Saxophone  

for accordion and saxophone quartet  

(2003 - 2019)  

Allegro doliente (\(\dot{=}=148\))  

Gorka Hermosa  

(1976-)  

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
a Loris Douyez

NEOTANGO CONCERTO

III - MILONGA DEL VENT

for accordion and saxophone quartet
(2003 - 2019)

Tenor Saxophone

Andante melancolico (L=80)

Moderato melancólico (L=110)

Gorka Hermosa
(1976-)

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
NEOTANGO CONCERTO
IV - GALLIANO EN SANTIAGO
for accordion and saxophone quartet
(2003 - 2019)

Tenor Saxophone

Speedico & Energico \( \frac{d}{e} = 120 \)

11

Gorka Hermosa

(1976-)

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
à Loris Douyez

NEOTANGO CONCERTO
I - EKIGRAMA

Baritone Saxophone

*for accordion and saxophone quartet*

(2003 - 2019)

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
Baritone Saxophone

(the accordionist must improvise and must decide how many times this two bars must be repeated)
NEOTANGO CONCERTO
III - MILONGA DEL VENT
Baritone Saxophone
for accordion and saxophone quartet
(2003 - 2019)

Gorka Hermosa
(1976 - )

Edition: Alberto González Urroz
Baritone Saxophone

p percussion keys
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